The SuperLo
that SuperCedes
all others

COMPACT
POWERFUL
UNCOMPROMISING
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The smart choice
for interurban travel
Alexander Dennis Inc. (ADI) Enviro double deck buses bring a
new dimension to transport operations across North America.
The new Enviro500 SuperLo may
be ADI’s lowest, three-axle double
deck, but it still punches well above
its height. Capable of carrying up
to 83 passengers in state-of-the-art
luxury it is set to transform the
transport landscape of the US
and Canada.

UNCOMPROMISING
PERFORMANCE
At 12’ 10’’ (3.91m) it’s built to
operate almost anywhere – right
across the continent. Passenger
comfort, easy access and best-in-class
maneuverability all come as standard.

The expertise of ADI’s engineers and
the reliability of their components
mean your fleet spends more time
on the road, and the buses’ design
makes them easy to maintain. They’re
environment friendly too, helping you
to reduce your carbon footprint.

SMART, MODERN,
RELIABLE
If you’re ready to improve not only
passenger capacity but experience,
and improve your revenues in the
process, ADI’s cost-effective, practical,
efficient and reliable double decks
are for you.

SuperLo
A stunning street
presence, advanced
passenger comfort,
and the same
footprint as a
conventional single
deck bus at a new
SuperLo height of
12’ 10” (3.91m).
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GO-ANYWHERE
Can operate virtually anywhere in the US and Canada thanks to the new SuperLo height of 12’ 10” (3.91m)

MORE INTERNAL SPACE
Higher ceilings throughout

EXTREMELY LOW FLOOR
Three inch reduction in chassis profile
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The smaller double deck
that offers more…
The Enviro500 SuperLo’s unique combination of
high capacity and comfort, designed exclusively for
the North American market, heralds a new era for
interurban commuter operations.
Its overall height may be lower
than previous three-axle models,
but it delivers MORE internal space,
improving on already outstanding
passenger comfort.

SMALLER, BUT
PERFECTLY FORMED
At 12’ 10” (3.91m), the Enviro500
SuperLo complies fully with standards
and regulations in the US and Canada.
This makes it ideal for interurban
transport, on a continental scale.
ADI have shaved eight inches from
the height of its predecessor, without
making any reduction in the ceiling
height of the upper saloon.

This light and airy passenger space
offers an attractive viewing platform
for any journey. The Enviro500 SuperLo
is lower overall than comparable
alternatives, but with higher
ceilings throughout.

EASY ACCESS,
MORE SPACE

SuperLo
Small is beautiful,
especially when it
offers more. Even
with its reduced
height, SuperLo
still offers a spacious
interior, upstairs
and down.

Passenger access is improved too.
A three inch reduction in the chassis
profile and enhanced structural
strength gives this model an extremely
low floor. Coupled with a low step and
flat floor, this means easier access for
wheelchairs, plus a large space
for seated passengers.
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UPPER DECK

STAIRS

Space and comfort plus exceptional panoramic views

COMFORT
Adjustable reclining seats are
one of many seating options
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LEGROOM
Every seat has ample legroom and
gives the passenger a great view

Easy to use, wide and well-lit staircase

ACCESS
A fast acting wheelchair
ramp is standard

WHEELCHAIRS
A wide, step free entrance and flat floor accommodates
wheelchairs easily
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Passenger experience –
state-of-the-art luxury, accessibility
and storage capacity
The Enviro500 SuperLo doesn’t cut any corners when
it comes to catering for your customers.
For a start, its spacious 212 cubic feet
luggage compartment makes it ideal
for long, interstate journeys, with no
impact on passenger carrying capacity.
Luggage is accessible from outside,
via easy-to-operate gas strut, coach
style doors.
The extended wheelchair ramp, which
deploys to create a 54 inch platform, is
unique to Enviro500 SuperLo, and the
wide, well-lit staircase contributes to
an exceptional customer experience.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR FLEET
Enviro500 SuperLo comes with a
range of features to enhance
passenger experience: fully reclining
seats, toilet, Wi-Fi, power points,
individual reading lights and air vents
all contribute to making Enviro500
SuperLo an exceptional travelling
experience. Add the panoramic views
available from the top deck and
we think your customers will make
Enviro500 SuperLo their first choice.

SuperLo
Interurban travel
has never been
better or more
comfortable for your
passengers. With
Enviro500 SuperLo,
every journey will be
luxurious.

SPACIOUS
Alexander Dennis Inc. | SuperLo
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212 cubic feet luggage
compartment
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Super Lo

Alexander Dennis Inc. (ADI)
31566 Railroad Canyon Road #342
Canyon Lake
CA 92587-9446
USA
Tel: 951 244 9429
Fax: 951 755 0318
Email enquiries@alexander-dennis.com
www.alexander-dennis.com
The policy of Alexander Dennis Inc. (ADI)
is one of continuous development. The right
is reserved to change specifications of the
models and items described. For the latest
details always consult ADI.
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